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Microsoft Azure Cloud Migration Accelerator
Simplify and accelerate your migration to Microsoft Azure
Quickly move your workload to the Microsoft Azure cloud while ensuring business continuity.
Achieve a truly connected IT ecosystem by connecting to applications, cloud services and data faster
and more easily than ever before with webMethods.io Integration Microsoft Azure Cloud Migration
Accelerator.
Migrating to the cloud can be a complex and arduous journey,
challenging your IT teams to move on-premises technology to
the cloud without disrupting your ongoing business operations.
To make this transition as smooth as possible, Software AG
and Microsoft have collaborated to bring you webMethods.io
Integration Microsoft Azure Cloud Migration Accelerator so you
can maintain access to all of your data and applications no matter
where they reside.

Key benefits

Unlock the value of your data, ensure business continuity across
your hybrid IT ecosystem, and drive innovative new projects as
you migrate to Microsoft Azure. With webMethods, you can easily
integrate cloud-based applications and data with traditional,
on-premises ERP, CRM and warehouse management applications
such as SAP® systems and deploy business logic workflows to the
cloud.

• Connect data and applications across cloud and on-premises
environments with agile, hybrid integration

• Simplify and accelerate migration to the Microsoft Azure cloud
• Ensure business continuity during migration
• Experience faster, safer and more manageable migrations
• Avoid having to rip & replace mission-critical applications
• Immediately reap the benefits of the Microsoft Azure cloud

• Easily develop new integrations, services and APIs to expand
your cloud ecosystem
• Build innovative, value-added capabilities on top of your
existing assets

Because webMethods.io Integration is itself a cloud service,
you gain all the benefits the cloud has to offer from increased
operational efficiencies to rapid delivery of customer-facing
capabilities.
So make your move the cloud even faster, with minimal
disruption. Use integration as the enabler for disruptive
innovation in the cloud.
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Customer successes
Multinational retailer quickly
migrates to the cloud
One of the world’s largest retailers uses
webMethods to safeguard its most
important IT assets during its cloud
migration journey that put 70% of its
current IT footprint on Microsoft Azure
while 30% remains on-premises. With
webMethods, existing solutions and
business processes remain connected
in this hybrid environment. The retailer
can also “lift & shift” existing integrations
to the cloud, create a microservices
architectures with Microsoft Azure
Kubernetes® Service and expand its
ecosystem in the cloud with APIs.

World-leading food retailer
standardizes on webMethods
and Microsoft Azure
While making the move to the cloud,
a world-leading food retailer selected
webMethods as the strategic integration
platform for replenishment, automated
partner transactions, EDI and file-based
integration for all its retail brands.
webMethods’ proven stability and high
availability convinced the retailer to
standardize on Microsoft Azure and
implement a microservices architecture
with Microsoft Azure Kubernetes® Service.
webMethods ensures store integration
at the point of sale to future-proof the
business.

Large manufacturer powers
the future of IoT

Features
Simplify cloud migration
Migrate to the cloud without disrupting
your business operations. With
webMethods, you can continuously
connect or re-connect applications from
on-premises to new cloud services or
between cloud services, ensuring business
continuity and a smooth transition to the
cloud.
Move your business logic to Microsoft
Azure
“Lift & shift” your business integration
logic developed on-premises directly into
the cloud so you can gain the benefits
of the cloud without the complexities of
refactoring your integrations.
Build new integrations in the cloud
Increase productivity with an easy-to-use
workflow UI. Connect mobile apps, cloud
services, social networking and devices via
prebuilt integration templates and modeldriven design. Professional integrators
and API developers as well as citizen
developers can quickly create and publish
solutions to a scalable cloud environment.
Run in the cloud, on premises or both
While you make the move to the cloud,
you will likely have to support a hybrid
environment with applications and data
on premises and in the cloud. With
webMethods, you can truly connect
your IT ecosystem across cloud and onpremises environments and avoid business
disruptions and complex IT rework.

Leverage Microsoft Azure services
faster
Easily connect to Microsoft Azure Services,
such as Microsoft Azure SQL Database and
Microsoft Azure Kubernetes® Services.
Connect to any endpoint
Connect to any endpoint—data sources,
services, applications and mainframes—
rapidly with the largest set of supported
connectors in the industry. With 300+
connectors, webMethods enables
organizations to connect to any data
source, ensuring data flows seamlessly
between systems, clouds, and on-premises
environments.
Integrate with traditional applications
Integrate market-leading, cloud-based
applications with on-premises ERP, CRM
and warehouse management systems, such
as SAP®, with pre-built connectors that also
support all available operations provided
by the application vendor.
Build innovative, value-added
capabilities
Imagine the innovative, value-added
capabilities you can build on top of your
existing assets—on the edge, in the cloud
and on premises. Connect to any device
and support your Internet of Things
strategy, extend APIs to new services and
use data and analytics models everywhere.
Dream big, the possibilities are limitless.

Europe’s largest industrial manufacturing
company uses webMethods to amplify
the value of IoT devices and sensor data
by enabling its customers to connect
and analyze data across cloud and onpremises systems. webMethods puts the
power of connectivity and data access
in the hands of users, allowing them to
access the data they need when building
innovative IoT solutions that connect
products, plants, systems, machines and
enterprise applications.

Take the next step
Accelerate and simplify your
migration to Microsoft Azure
while ensuring business continuity.
Look for the Cloud Migration
Accelerator and webMethods.io on
the Microsoft Azure Marketplace at
azuremarketplace.microsoft.com

Learn more at
SoftwareAG.com/Integration

About Software AG
Software AG offers Freedom as a Service. We reimagine integration, spark business transformation and enable fast innovation on the Internet of Things so you can pioneer differentiating
business models. We give you the freedom to connect and integrate any technology—from app to edge. We help you free data from silos so it’s shareable, usable and powerful—enabling you
to make the best decisions and unlock entirely new possibilities for growth. Software AG has more than 4,700 employees, is active in 70 countries and had revenues of € 866 million in 2018.
Learn more about Software AG and Freedom as a Service at www.SoftwareAG.com
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